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Liat Ben-Moshe is an Assistant Professor of Disability 
Studies at the University of Toledo. Her work examines the connections 
between prison abolition and deinstitutionalization in the fields of 
intellectual disabilities and mental health in the U.S. Ben-Moshe is the 
co-editor of Disability Incarcerated: Imprisonment and Disability in the 
United States and Canada (Palgrave McMillan, 2014) and an upcoming 
special issue of Women, Gender and Families of Color on race, 
gender, and disability. She is the author of numerous articles and book 
chapters on such topics as deinstitutionalization and incarceration; 
disability, anti-capitalism, and anarchism; queerness and disability; 
inclusive pedagogy; academic repression; representations of disability; 
and critiques of the occupation of Palestine.

Raphael Sperry is an architect and President of Architects/
Designers/Planners for Social Responsibility (ADPSR), a 33-year-old 
organization dedicated to peace, environmental protection, ecological 
building, social justice, and the development of healthy communities. 
His work engages design professionals with issues of human rights in 
the built environment, especially in U.S. prisons.

Jenna M. Loyd (@mobilarchiva) is a geographer based in  
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. She is the author of Health Rights Are 
Civil Rights: Peace and Justice Activism in Los Angeles, 1963-1978 
(University of Minnesota Press, 2014) and the editor, with Matt 
Mitchelson and Andrew Burridge, of Beyond Walls and Cages: Prisons, 
Borders, and Global Crisis (University of Georgia Press, 2012). She 
is currently writing a book with Alison Mountz on the late-Cold War 
history of United States immigration detention. 

Magdalena Miłosz is an MArch candidate at the University 
of Waterloo. She is completing a research thesis on the design politics 
and collective memory of Indian residential schools, with a focus on 
four specific institutions in Ontario and Manitoba.

William Orr is a PhD student in history and theory at  
the Architectural Association in London. After completing his master’s 
degree in architecture at the University of Toronto, he worked as a 
freelance designer before again taking up research. Following up on 
the theme of ‘genericity’ explored in his master’s thesis, his work at 
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the AA has pursued, through a continued reading of Alain Badiou, 
the categories of subtractive ontology as they relate to architectural 
subjectivity.

Matthew Ferguson is an MA student in the Department of 
Criminology at the University of Ottawa.

Elizabeth Lay completed her BA in Social Sciences in the 
Department of Criminology at the University of Ottawa in 2014.

Justin Piché is an Assistant Professor in the Department  
of Criminology at the University of Ottawa and is Co-managing Editor 
of the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons.

Kevin Walby is an Assistant Professor in the Department 
of Criminal Justice at the University of Winnipeg and is Co-managing 
Editor of the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons.

Christopher Alton received a Master in Design Studies from 
Harvard Graduate School of Design in 2014. Within the Urbanism, 
Landscape, Ecology concentration, his research emphasis was on 
practices of enclosure and geographies of spatial autonomy, counter-
cartography and planning. He has a degree in Urban and Regional 
Planning from Ryerson University (2011) in Toronto, and has served as 
research associate for Plandform, a Toronto-based planning studio.  
He has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science from the 
University of Alberta (2004) in Edmonton. Christopher is an associate 
with the Spatial Ethnography Lab, se-l.net

Lynne Horiuchi is an architectural historian who  
received her PhD. in 2005 from the University of California at Santa 
Barbara. She taught for two years at the University of North Carolina, 
Charlotte, in the Department or Architecture and has been a Visiting 
Scholar at the University of California at Berkeley. She is currently 
writing a book, Dislocations and Relocations: Building Prison Cities for 
Japanese and Japanese Americans during World War II and editing 
a collection of essays with Tanu Sankalia on Bay Area development, 
Urban Reinventions: San Francisco’s Treasure Island. She has published 
a number of articles on urban planning, low-cost housing, and 
community project development with a focus on art and architecture. 
She has been the recipient of a numerous prestigious awards such  
as The Bancroft Library Study Award from the University of California at 
Berkeley and the American Fellowship from the American Association 
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of University Women. Her professional experience is in environmental 
planning and engineering at Caltrans specializing in cultural resource 
management. In addition she has served on numerous community 
planning boards, and she has developed educational projects with 
funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the 
California Council for the Humanities.

Lisbet Portman is a writer and butcher currently living 
in Oakland, California who has written extensively about the 
architecture, economics, and therapeutic practices of privately owned 
inpatient treatment facilities in the U.S.

Eileen Wennekers is a PhD Candidate in English at Western 
University, where she researches symbolic and material techniques of 
visual representation in the capitalist mode of production. She believes 
in the political efficacy of symbolic gestures and the emancipatory 
power of artistic praxis. 

Peter Sherratt lives in Baltimore with a hedgehog named 
Ozzy and works at an architecture firm in Washington, DC. Other 
projects and interests include furniture design and build, illustration, 
watercolor painting, installation pieces, and artist/event curation. 

Patrick Casey received his PhD in English Language & 
Literature from Western University. He currently teaches composition, 
technical writing, and professional communications at Fanshawe 
College in London, primarily to students in the college’s Electrical 
Engineering and Manufacturing Engineering programs.

Tings Chak is an architecturally-trained artist whose work 
draws inspiration from anti-colonial, migrant justice, prison abolition, 
and spatial justice struggles. She is an organizer with No One Is 
Illegal—Toronto and the End Immigration Detention Network. She is 
the author and illustrator of the graphic novel, Undocumented:  
The Architecture of Migrant Detention (Architecture Observer, 2014): 
www.undocumented.ca.

Peter Collins
I was born on a British Military base in 

1961. I have lived in Canada since 1967. I was 
convicted of murder in 1983 and sentenced to life 
without parole eligibility for twenty-five years. 
I was ordered deported in 1990 and I have been 
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repeatedly denied parole. As a result of my prison 
advocacy, activism, and political cartooning, I 
have been black-listed by prison officials. Over 
the course of thirty-one years I have been falsely 
accused of murder and held in the hole for six 
months, denied medical attention, refused family 
contact, and had my artwork stolen, censored or 
confiscated. I have been held in solitary confinement 
for about a half decade, transferred up in security 
and denied transfers down in security.

I was the recipient of the 2008 Canadian 
Award for Action on HIV/AIDS and Human Rights 
(presented by Human Rights Watch and the Canadian 
HIV/AIDS Legal Network). In 2010, the CSC was 
convicted of Failing to Accommodate a Disability 
and Recklessly Causing Pain and Suffering by a 
Canadian Human Rights Tribunal (#2010–33), a 
conviction which was appealed by CSC and reaffirmed 
in 2013 by the Federal Court of Appeal in a 
unanimous decision. The case began because CSC 
charged me with disciplinary offences for not being 
able to stand up due to pain (I broke my back and 
experience chronic pain, I have degenerative disc 
disease coupled with retropulsed bone pushing into 
my dural tube and bulging and herniated discs, 
narrowing of nerve canals and some compression of 
nerve roots).

Ojore Lutalo was a recognized United States Political 
Prisoner. He was held in solitary confinement in New Jersey State 
Prison’s infamous Management Control Unit for 22 years. His political 
history dates back to the black liberation movements of the 1970’s. 
During his time in enforced isolation, Ojore created political and 
social commentary collages from newspapers, magazines and glue. 
He was not allowed scissors and tore the pieces of paper by hand. 
Ojore was released in August 2009 and volunteers at the American 
Friends Service Committee offices. He continues to create his political 
and social commentary collages, which are shown in art galleries, 
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universities and churches throughout the area. 

Margarita Osipian is a Belarusian born, Canadian raised 
artist, researcher, and curator living and working between places. 
Margarita works at the intersections of art, design, and technology 
and thrives on bringing practitioners together to collaborate across 
disciplinary boundaries; organizing sound, art, and culture projects 
both in formal institutions and in more precarious and fleeting 
spaces. Simultaneously terrified of and completely enthralled with 
technology, she works within the spaces between analogue and 
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digital, regularly collaborating with musicians and sound artists to 
do live video and projections. Margarita also works as an art editor 
for Versal, an international art and literature journal based out of 
Amsterdam, and can be found performing under her ‘Shark Attack 
the Future’ moniker. Holding both an MA in Media Studies from  
the University of Amsterdam and an MA in English Literature from 
the University of Toronto, her recent research has focused on visual 
culture, technology, and the carceral state. 

Josh MacPhee is a member of both the Justseeds Artists’ 
Cooperative and Interference Archive. He has written multiple books 
on the intersection of art and politics, co-edits Signal: A Journal of 
Political Graphics and Culture, and organizes the Celebrate People’s 
History Poster Series. When not doing that stuff, he obsessively 
collects books for their covers (and sometimes to read).
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Irmgard Emmelhainz is an independent translator, 
writer, researcher, and professor based in Mexico City. In 2012, she 
published a collection of essays about art, culture, cinema, and 
geopolitics entitled Alotropías en la trinchera evanescente: Estética y 
geopolítica en la era de la guerra total (BUAP). Her current research 
concerns neoliberalism as a sensibility (or common sense), which she 
is planning to develop into a book. Her work has been translated  
to French, English, Arabic, Turkish, Hebrew, and Serbian, and she has 
presented it at an array of international venues.
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